How to apply

Wall Graphic Murals (Removable)
See our How 2: Wall Mural video at https://youtu.be/YaFHhz3fQLg
You will need:

Application steps:

Masking tape
Blue Squeegee (included)
Lead Pencil
Tape measure
Two people
Before Starting:
Clean & dry wall/window & hands.
Ensure you are applying mural to a
smooth surface.
Mark the position of panel '1'
1 using
your measuring tape or
Ensure the overall mural will fit the
ruler. Use small pieces of masking
desired space.
tape that will act as guides. Correct
Panels have been marked 1-4.
Panels overlap and meet (marked). positioning of panel 1 is important.

Line up panel '1' just inside
your masking tape guides.
These guides are acting as a straight
edge. Apply the top 10-15cm to the
wall to secure. The rest of the
graphic can now hang down.
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Mark the top edges for your
next panel with masking tape.
Panel 2 will overlap Panel 1.
We have marked the overlap
on all panels to ensure they
line up and meet.

Step back and check the
positioning of the panel. Take
some additional measurements to a
known straight edge and if required
reposition your graphic.
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Repeat steps 1-6 until finished.
Pay particular attention to
ensure the images and an the
text on each panel lines up.

Remove panel marked '1' from its
backing paper. Tip: Make sure
the adhesive side doesn't come into
contact with itself or anything other
than the wall or window.
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When you are happy, take your
blue squeegee and using the
felt edge, firmly smooth the wall
graphic onto the wall. Start from
the top and move downwards.
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When you are finished, carefully
remove the masking tape guides
from the wall and mural panels. Go
over the panels again paying particular
attention to the overlaps.
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Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any questions: Australia and International call (612) 9808 3377, New Zealand call 0800 777 020
www.sybasigns.com.au |
www.twitter.com/sybasigns |
www.facebook.com/sybasigns |
www.youtube.com/sybasigns

